
Elohim Heros and Amora  

Restabilize the Planet by the Power of the Ruby Ray! 

 

 

In the name I AM that I AM Elohim,  

Saint Germain, Portia, Guru Ma, Lanello 

Padma Sambava, Kuan Yin and the Five Dhyani Buddhas 

 

In the name I AM that I AM Sanat Kumara 

  Gautama Buddha, Lord Maitreya, Jesus Christ 

Om Vairochana, Akshobhya, Ratnasambhava, 

  Amitabha, Amoghasiddhi, Vajrasattva OM 

 

 

We call to you beloved Heros and Amora to Restabalize this 

planet by the power of Ruby Ray!  (3x) 

 

We send forth our calls and fiats to all heriarchs of the Ruby Ray.  

Mighty Ruby Ray angels, beloved Chamuel and Charity, Buddha 

of the Ruby Ray come forth! 

 

Let the Ruby Ray Bricks and the Rods and Cones made up of 

Ruby Ray Crystals radiate and intensity  Ruby Ray Heat to 

balance the inner levels of the earth closest to the core. 

 

Let there be a respite for the children of God and let the heat of 

the Ruby Ray Bricks set in motion a Ruby Ray disintegration 

spiral of the archons and fallen angels and of those who have 

plighted their troth to these evil ones.  Let the shadows of their 

former selves pass into the flame of the Ruby Ray and be 

vaporized that the planet may become lighter for their passing. 

 

 

 

We call to you O forces of light and noble angels who serve on 

the Ruby Ray from the least unto the greatest who serve as 

lodestones of the Ruby Ray.  Channel now the Ruby Ray into 

canyons of the dense earth and check the destabilizing conditions 

existing in the depths of the earth and in the lowest levels of the 

astral plane. 

 

Multiply and anchor the momentum of our Ruby Ray calls within 

the Ruby Ray Bricks and the Rods and Cones placed strategically 

from the surface of the planet to the center and use the energy 

emitted thereby to curtail the activities of the fallen angels and 

their demon lackeys. 

 

Let there be a perceptible diminishing of the darkness in the 

earth and a corresponding increase of light!   3x 

 

We pray O God that by this action of the Ruby Ray the earth may 

be changed in the twinkling of an eye and that the people of earth 

may suddenly see their worth and have a sense of empowerment 

from their Holy Christ Self that they may now tackle their lives, 

as well as their governments and the economies of the nations 

and see themselves and the earth in a new light. 

 

Let every stride we take towards godliness be a mile-high stride 

and bestow upon us the hope, the joy and the energy to see it 

through.   

 

We open our hearts to receive the blessing of the Elohim of the 

third ray and we carry your love to the world with the dawn of 

each new day! 

 

Amen! 


